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CM2 Mission

 to become a leading Tier 1 center specialized in megaregion mobility
research, offering advice on strategic transportation planning, smart
infrastructure investments, and informed policy-making.

 to promote multimodality for diverse populations and communities,
ranging from high-speed rail to slow-moving transportation, such as
walking and bicycling. We also promote and facilitate public-private
partnerships for freight mobility planning and operation efficiency.

 to provide high-quality transportation education and workforce 
development and to connecting research with practical actions.
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Year 1: Passenger Transportation



“Infrastructure investments are 
prescribed to stimulate the economy 
in the short term by creating 
construction employment, and to 
foster longer-term economic growth 
by making the transportation system 
more efficient and reliable.”

-Professor Martin Wachs



B I M



Building Information Modelling

(BIM)

A data rich digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of 
a facility. Typically, it is a shared knowledge resource for information.



CM2 Research Topic Areas

3 Innovations in multi-modal planning and modeling for high-growth

regions

3.1 Optimizing multi-modality through the optimal combination and

utilization of different modes for intra-megaregion travel

3.2 Optimizing inter-modality through research on the applications of 

technologies such as GeoDesign and Building Information Modeling

(BIM) to improve multi-modal integration in transit hubs





Beyond BIM (Danelle Briscoe)
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BIM Component Library and Assemblies
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Information about each user 
or family, revit parameters?
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Entourage Diversity
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_large_aircraft

Airport Plane Size Consideration



Airport Xray Screening



Pedal Charging Station
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Passenger Rail
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Ubs4 with cost parameters
Economic exploration and explanation



User Based Scenario 

(UBS)

A model based scenario demonstrating relevant predicaments of multi-
modal transit integration. This setup facilitate development of a multitude of 
3D BIM components for multimodal transport system.
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Conclusions:

 The creation and definition of Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
templates— holds economic development implications of alternative 
transportation design along with associations of innovations in intelligent 
and sustainable transportation system planning. 

 A multi-modal approach (GPS and GIS inclusions) to the template itself 
requires a revamping of the BIM platform. 

 This study becomes a critical reassignment of the role of BIM as active 
player in the betterment of multi-modality design thinking. With reference 
to governmental departments of transportation or private service 
providers, their future efforts to multi-modal services, ultimately effect 
informed policy-making. 

 The BIM template would then also include the facilitation of public-private 
partnerships for freight mobility planning and operation efficiency, along 
with advanced thinking of the future of self-driving transportation 
networks. 
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